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Improve the way people view your brand.
High-performance optical polymers and films for the electronics market



Put your best ideas forward.
The world is increasingly connected by technology that  

uses electronic display to entertain and inform us. From  

the smallest smartphone to the largest flat-panel display, 

these devices employ an array of specialized materials  

that make it possible to view and enjoy that information.  

But what’s behind the technology that puts the 

information in front of you? Eastman innovation. 

At Eastman, we design, synthesize, and engineer optical 

polymers and vacuum-coated films to perfect the  

performance of electronic displays. Our products  

are used to protect and compensate polarizers,  

selectively manage light in backlight units, or provide  

conductivity to flexible front planes and touch panels.
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Eastman optical polymers are ideal for:



Optimize your optics.
The electronics market is fierce and dynamic. Brands are  
continually challenged to translate the latest technology into 
features consumers value. Eastman can create new polymers  
to enhance and differentiate your display brand. Our polymers 
and films can help brands optimize optical performance by: 

• Raising resolution and contrast ratios

• Reducing light leakage

•  Delivering greater optical clarity and more accurate colors—
even at wide viewing angles 

We can also help film manufacturers design multilayer  
structures with simplified processes to make devices thinner  
and reduce costs. Eastman Visualize material specialty  
resins include: 

•  Cellulose triacetate, finest optical quality for polarizer and 
protective films

•  Cellulose mixed esters for vertical alignment (VA) mode  
polarizer compensation films 

•  Innovative new polymers for high-performance liquid-crystal 
display (LCD) and organic light-emitting diode (OLED)  
compensation, providing unique and customized birefringence 
and wavelength dispersion characteristics. 

We also offer copolyesters with enhanced light transmission  
and tailored refractive indices to optimize brightness and  
manage viewing angle.  

Give your device the innovative touch.
Our world-class multilayer sputtered films enhance stability  
and accuracy of display conductive layers while maintaining  
high transparency. Eastman’s world-class vacuum-coating  
technology can create films with virtually any metal, alloy, or 
oxide. Manufactured to meet customer specifications and slit 
into narrow widths in environmentally controlled clean rooms, 
Eastman Flexvue™ films provide precision and reliability—time  
after time and roll after roll.  

Always show  
your true colors.

Eastman Visualize™ material 
helps displays achieve truer 
black by minimizing light 
leakage at wide viewing 
angles.

Eastman Visualize™ material  
can exhibit reverse wavelength  
dispersion, which can balance 
color compensation across  
the spectrum. 
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The rewards of good compensation
Eastman Visualize™ material can elevate the viewing  
experience with any display device. By reducing light  
leakage and color shift at wide viewing angles, you  
ensure every seat is the best in the house. 
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The thin line between good enough . . . and excellent
Eastman has a long history of developing advanced film 
products for established and emerging technologies alike. Our 
technological expertise, global reach, and scalable production 
capacity—combined with decades of experience—ensure our 
customers the ability to create new electronic display films 
in response to market trends. We are continually working to 
improve existing products and develop new solutions, using 
innovation and best-in-class research facilities to meet the 
challenges your brand faces every day. 

By tailoring formulations, we can unlock elegant solutions  
that fit your application’s specific needs and market goals. 
Markets change rapidly. With Eastman, you’re ensured 

technology that can adapt at the pace of your market. And  
our global supply chain and distribution experience can help 
you meet production needs and quickly react to changes in  
market demand.

Eastman optical-grade materials and films are unique points  
of differentiation which can change the way your customers 
view your products. With Eastman innovation, your products 
can stay on the leading edge of display performance.
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Multitiered solutions
You’ll find Eastman innovation throughout high-performance displays.*
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Specific examples of Eastman Visualize™ materials in use

*Color layers represent opportunities for Eastman materials.
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About Eastman
Eastman is a global specialty chemical company that produces a broad range of advanced materials, additives and  

functional products, specialty chemicals, and fibers. Today, the world depends on our insights to create the materials 

found in thousands of household and industrial products. To do this, we work with customers worldwide to innovate, 

discover, and implement practical solutions that meet persistent and emerging needs in ever-changing global markets. 

With manufacturing sites across North America, Latin America, Europe, and Asia, we are putting our chemistry to  

work, creating “The results of insight™.” 

For more information, contact your Eastman representative.


